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Nature-inspired multilayered capsules based on stimuli-responsive polymers: A new design for the multi-
step release of drugs
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University of Maryland, USA

Diverse structures in nature such as eggs, embryos, body parts like the spinal disc, plant seeds, and the onion all have a common 
structural motif, which is the presence of multiple concentric layers. Individual layers are often composed of distinct materials 

because the layers serve different purposes. The creation of these structures in nature (morphogenesis) typically proceeds by the 
initial formation of an inner layer or core, followed by a first shell, and a further progression outwards to add more shells. Here, 
we draw inspiration from natural morphogenesis to create multilayered polymer capsules by an “inside-out” technique. First, an 
aqueous gel core is loaded with an initiator. This core is placed in a solution of monomer 1, whereupon a shell of polymer 1 grows 
around the core. Thereafter, this core-shell structure is loaded with fresh initiator and placed in a solution of monomer 2, which 
causes a concentric shell of polymer 2 to form around the first shell. This process can be repeated further to obtain multiple layers 
of distinct polymers. Each polymeric shell grows outward from the surface of the previous shell; thus, the thickness of a given shell 
steadily increases with time and can be controlled. A highlight of this technique is the ability to juxtapose different polymers next 
to each other among the concentric layers in an onion-like capsule. For example, layers of a non-responsive polymer can be placed 
next to either a temperature-responsive or a pH-responsive polymer. By varying the location of the stimuli-responsive layer(s), we 
demonstrate that the release of solutes (e.g., drugs) from the capsule can be made to follow unique multi-step release profiles as the 
stimulus is varied.
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